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Complaint: APD Framed Suspects in Chavez-Silver Murder
BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

T

he grandfather of a man who spent
10 months in jail after being falsely
accused of the 2015 murder of Jaydon
Chavez-Silver, alleges an Albuquerque
police detective may have committed
perjury, and threatened and coaxed
witnesses to provide false testimony
against his grandson.
The grandfather is Dennis Maez,
a former Albuquerque police officer
and retired U.S. Secret Service agent,
who along with investigator Maurice
Moya, on Dec. 19 filed a 23-page
complaint against the detective, Jodi
Gonterman, with the Civilian Police
Oversight Agency.

Maez’s grandson, Donovan Maez,
and another man, Christopher Cruz,
were charged last year with murder in connection with the June 26,
2015, shooting of 17-year-old Jaydon
Chavez-Silver. Silver was killed when
shots were fired into a home at 1101
Nakomis Dr. NE. The charges against
Maez and Cruz were dropped last
June, after the Bernalillo County
District Attorney’s Office determined
neither Maez or Cruz was involved in
the shooting. By then they had spent
10 months in jail.
“Based upon the evidence in our
possession, we do not believe it is
appropriate for those cases to proceed
at this time,” DA Kari Brandenburg
said when her office dismissed the
charges against Maez and Cruz. “The
prosecutors assigned to this case take
their ethical duties very seriously and
to proceed to trial would not be in the
best interests of justice.”

Private probe

Dennis Maez and Moya spent hundreds of hours investigating the case
on their own. They listened to recordings of Gonterman’s interviews with
witnesses and reviewed her grand
jury testimony. It was their work that
led Brandenburg’s office to drop the
murder charges against Donovan
Maez and Cruz.

A spokesperson for the Albuquerque
Police Department did not respond to
an email from ABQ Free Press Weekly
seeking comment for this story. Jodi
Gonterman did not respond to a
voicemail message.
“The entire chain of command in
this instance was derelict in their
responsibilities as supervisors from
the first line sergeant who was

Skyward Kick Productions

responsible for overseeing homicide
investigations that are conducted by
APD, up to and including Chief of
Police Gorden Eden who is ultimately
responsible for all criminal investigation[s] and the actions of personnel within the Albuquerque Police
Department,” the complaint says.

Now, Dennis Maez says Jodi
Gonterman, who is the wife of APD
Major Tim Gonterman, should be investigated for perjury, subornation of
perjury and intimidation of witnesses.
She allegedly decided early on in the
investigation that Donovan Maez
and Cruz were guilty and then got
witnesses to say things that supported
her theory, Dennis Maez said.

Command at fault

The entire command staff of APD’s
homicide unit should be investigated
for malfeasance or nonfeasance for
approving Gonterman’s botched
investigation, Maez said.

“Defense attorneys and investigators determined that Det. Gonterman
supplied witnesses with a narrative
and through intimidation coerced,
and forced, by way of threats, witnesses to provide the false information in
the narrative supplied by Det. Gonterman or the purpose of implicating
Maez and Cruz,” the complaint
says. “Det. Gonterman basically
threatened witnesses that if they did
not acquiesce and tell her what she
wanted to hear, and demanded to
hear, she would charge the witnesses

as conspirators in the murder of
Chavez-Silver.”

The complaint continues: “Not
only did this investigation fall way
short of any acceptable standard, the
investigation was horribly tainted
by the investigative techniques of
intimidation, coercion and threats
that were utilized.

‘Defense attorneys and
investigators determined
that Det. Gonterman
supplied witnesses with
a narrative and through
intimidation coerced, and
forced, by way of threats,
witnesses to provide
the false information’
– Complaint

Alibis ignored

The complaint alleges that Gonterman never checked out alibis for both
Maez and Cruz, who said they were
at a friend’s house playing video
games at the time of Chavez-Silver’s
murder. It turned out that those alibis
were true. Maez was arrested on
Aug. 14, 2015 and later interviewed
by Gonterman.
“Maez told Det. Gonterman where
he and Cruz were, and who they

were with at the time of the murder
of Chavez-Silver,” the complaint says.
“Det. Gonterman assumed that Maez
was lying and did not, within the 13
days from the time of Maez’s arrest
to the date Det. Gonterman testified
before the Grand Jury [Aug. 27, 2015],
make any attempt to contact the witnesses Maez stated he was with at the
time of the murder.
The complaint alleges that Gonterman shaped witnesses’ testimony by
suggesting to them what she wanted
them to say. After hearing those “suggestions” from Gonterman, witnesses
repeated her words, the complaint
says.

Eventually, three others – Nicholas
Gonzales, 17, Esias Madrid, 18, and
Dominic Conyers – were arrested and
charged in connection with Chavez-Silver’s murder. After the Chavez-Silver
murder, Madrid allegedly shot and
killed 18-year-old Arturo Villa-Castellanos.
“Without a doubt, if Madrid would
have been taken into custody for the
murder of Chavez-Silver within a
reasonable time after [another witness]
provided Det. Gonterman a description [of him], the Dec. 27, 2015 murder
of Arturo Villa may have been prevented,” the complaint says.
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor
at ABQ Free Press Weekly. Reach him at
dennis@freeabq.com
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NEWS
On a Tank of Gas: All the Pretty Lights
BY MORIAH CARTY

W

hether you’re a fan of the
holidays or not, the lights of
the season spark a warmth in places
that would otherwise be lost in the
dark, winter days.

It encourages people to make evening adventures in place of sitting at
home on an exhausting weeknight.
Instead of another family affair,
snag your best friend(s). Since the
finances are often tight this close to
the holidays, we’ll stay local.
Venture down Route 66 to Old
Town, where the vivacity is by no
means outdated. Make a right on
12th street until you hit Mountain.

Albuquerque to Old
Town: 4.3 miles

Drive east on Mountain and find
a place to park. As you make your
way to Old Town Plaza the shops
are ablaze with ribbon decorations
and lights.

The shops are unique and fun –
ranging from a specialty Christmas
store to art, to a Western store.

Eventually, you round the gazebo
to the Plaza Don Luis, where you’ll
see the gigantic Christmas tree towering over the road. The amount of
work that goes into the decorations
is impressive.

To learn more about the Old Town
area, take a ghost tour with History
& Ghost Tours of Old Town. The fun
and scary tales might keep you up
all night.

Grab some chocolate from Rocky
Mountain Chocolate Factory. Take
some time to relax in the plaza. If
you’re lucky, there might be some
live music. Watch the families gallop
by, taking pictures of their little
ones.
The evening is off to a great start.
Keep that vibe rolling as you head
to the next attraction – one of the
more spectacular sites to see during
the holidays.

Old Town to The
River of Lights:
0.6 miles

Farther west on Central, turn off at
the ABQ BioPark Botanic Garden for

Photos by Moriah Carty

a chance at a magical experience.

If you haven’t heard of River of
Lights before, you’ve probably been
living under a rock. It’s about as
iconic as the Balloon Fiesta and is
one of Albuquerque’s many special,
seasonal attractions.
Imagine if Tim Burton and Meow
Wolf came together and had a
weekend fling. The River of Lights
brings a new dimension to the gardens – natural world with synthetic
lights equals brand new world. The
moving animals and flashing lights
are convincing enough.

Take a moment to sit down with
your pal and your newly purchased
cup of hot chocolate. The steaming
cup reminds you of a time in your
childhood. It’s hard to remember the
bustling city is only a few hundred
yards away.
The seemingly empty trees come
to life under the animated illuminations. It’s a wonderful way to end a
special evening.

An hour or so later, it’s time to say
farewell to the fun night and your
good friend.

River of Lights
to Albuquerque:
4.6 miles

Long nights make for a good
night’s rest.

Stops 2; Miles: 9.5
Moriah Carty is an Albuquerque local
with a heavy sense of wanderlust.
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Exposed:The Realities
Of Newspaper Bias
BY BILL HUME

B

ias on display? Two newspaper
accounts of a comprehensive
EPA study on oil and gas fracking
reached virtually opposite conclusions on the same day recently.

and believes. The offended reader
might think he has a greater understanding – and presumes that
the reporter deliberately left out
salient facts.

“EPA Shifts on Fracking, Citing
Harm to Water,” declared The New
York Times headline.

For every story deliberately slanted by
a reporter or an editor, there are 100
where the perceived bias was unintentional or the result of ignorance.

“Fracking report sidesteps water
risk answers,” declared the Albuquerque Journal headline.
“The Environmental Protection
Agency has concluded that hydraulic
fracturing, the oil and gas extraction
technique also known as fracking,
has contaminated drinking water
in some circumstances,” The Times
reported in a staff-bylined story.
And then there was this from
the Journal:
“Hydraulic fracturing to drill for oil
and natural gas poses a risk to drinking water in some circumstances, but
a lack of information precludes a
definitive statement on how severe
the risk is,” The Associated Press
reported in a piece picked up by the
Journal.
To the reader, each headline
reflected the political orientation
of the newspaper – liberal Times,
conservative Journal.
But does this obviously different
slant on the same fact set exhibit
intentional reporting bias? Or just
the difference in the reporter’s
interpretation, plus some superficial
summarizing by the headline writer?
The problem for newspapers is
readers usually assume the worst
when the news appears skewed
against the reader’s views. Thus,
liberal New Mexicans are contemptuous of the Journal, while conservatives – from putative conservative
Donald Trump on down – trash The
Times.
Newspapers (including this one)
trumpet their convictions (biases)
with gusto on their editorial and oped pages. That’s what those pages
are for. An example from a recent
Journal editorial: “Just who is undermining election? Russians or CIA.”
The problem with keeping the
news pages unbiased is that every
reporter – like every reader – is the
prisoner of his own experience. The
reporter perceives his topic through
the lens of what he already knows

The newspaper itself develops a collective worldview that colors its news
pages. This isn’t a top-down control
mechanism; it is the same unanimity
of opinion typically found among any
group of people who work or socialize
together.
In the case of the fracking report, The
Times owns its interpretation lock, stock
and barrel, as it was staff-produced and
edited. The Journal, on the other hand,
used a report from an unknown AP
reporter whose interpretation became
the Journal’s by default. The Journal
may have selected the account, but
they didn’t control its preparation.
In neither case was the story part of
a meticulously executed plan of action
in which news stories are systematically
placed to advance a superintending
policy agenda.
Which brings to mind the greatest
perception paradox between government and newspapers. Each tends to
vastly overestimate the capabilities of
the other to carry out complex hidden
agendas. Government officials reflexively find elements of conspiracy in
every critical story. In reality, editors can
only dream of being able to implement
such complex machinations in the
daily mish-mash of filling each edition
before deadline.
At the end of the day, the bias reputation of any publication is formed by
the perceptions of its readers, not by
the intentions of its writers and editors.
So, both the Journal and The Times will
forever be branded for the bias that
their readers perceive – regardless of
what their editors might or might not
have intended.
So, hate one or the other for its bias
if you wish – but be aware that what
last pissed you off may have been
entirely unintentional. (Personally,
though, I think it was the Russians.)
Bill Hume is a former editorial page editor of
the Albuquerque Journal and later served as a
policy adviser to former Gov. Bill Richardson.
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Affidavit Reveals Alleged
Scheme by Former Tax Chief

City News in Brief
COMPILED BY ABQ FREE PRESS WEEKLY STAFF

BY DENNIS DOMRZALSKI

A

single line buried near the end of
a 14-page affidavit in support of a
search warrant seeking the tax records
of now-former Tax Secretary Demesia
Padilla told the story of what she is
being investigated for.

“Evidence of criminal activity, either
the failure to properly report income
on the Financial Disclosure Statement
and/or potential tax evasion or similar
crimes, will be held within the tax
returns filed by Demesia Padilla,” says
the affidavit by New Mexico Attorney
General investigator Ed Griego.

not respond to a phone call for
comment.

The affidavit says that an employee
of the trucking firm started looking
into the company’s problems in
February 2013 after some of the company’s payroll accounts bounced. The
employee “noticed numerous payments
were made electronically to a Chase
account appearing on the statements as
‘Chase EPAY,” the affidavit says. The

Padilla resigned on Dec. 15, the day
after the AG’s office filed the search
warrant in state District Court alleging
that Padilla, as an accountant, and her
husband may have siphoned more than
$50,000 from one of Padilla’s former
clients, and that Padilla might not have
reported $128,000 in income in addition
to her state salary.
The affidavit alleges Padilla, who was
a cabinet member starting in 2011, did
work for the former client up until 2013
and didn’t report either the income or
the work on her financial disclosure
statement as required by state law.

Of the $128,763 in income that Padilla
allegedly failed to report, $47,753 came
from QC Holdings, which “appears to
be a short-term lending institution, catering to individuals needing income to
sustain them until their next paycheck,”
the affidavit says.

The AG’s office is seeking the state
income tax returns for Padilla and her
former accounting firm, Padilla & Garcia; the tax returns of the former client,
Harold’s Grading & Trucking; and the
tax returns of Padilla’s husband, Jessie
Medina Jr.

According to the affidavit, there were
38 transactions totaling $25,360 that
went from the bank account of Harold’s
Grading & Trucking into a Chase electronic payment account between Dec.
11, 2011 and Jan. 31, 2013. The automated transfers weren’t authorized by any
of the trucking company’s employees,
according to the affidavit.

In addition, between January of 2009
through January 2013, 12 checks and 32
automated transactions totaling $32,636
went from the trucking company’s
account to Padilla’s husband, the affidavit says. Those transfers also weren’t
authorized by the trucking company, the
search warrant says.
Padilla’s attorney, Paul Kennedy, did

employee, according to the affidavit,
“stated that she knew Harold’s Grading & Trucking did not have a Chase
account at the time. She [the employee]
stated she later learned the Chase
account belonged to either Demesia
Padilla or her husband.”

Trucking company manager Jonathan
Dominguez told investigators that “He
was furious upon learning about the unauthorized transfer of money from the
business account to the Chase account,”
the affidavit says. “During his interview
he stated he believes Demesia took
money from the company bank account
without anyone knowing or allowing
her to do so,” the affidavit says.
Padilla was accused of abuse of power
several times during her tenure at the
Taxation and Revenue Department.

The FBI probed allegations that her
agency ordered tax audits of former
Martinez administration officials who
fell out of favor with the governor. She
requested that Harold’s Grading and
Trucking not be required to pay tax
penalties. An unsigned letter to the
governor from employees at her agency
accused Padilla of pressuring staffers “to
overlook audit findings and to suppress
tax investigations of her friends and
clients.”
Dennis Domrzalski is an associate editor
at ABQ Free Press Weekly. Reach him at
dennis@freeabq.com

Footdragging

State Auditor Tim Keller told the
Albuquerque City Council the city
has an opportunity take the lead on
clearing up a backlog of more than
5,000 untested rape kits statewide.
Three-quarters of those untested kits
are in Albuquerque, and the city has
barely moved the needle on reducing
its backlog, despite an appropriation
of $200,000 last July, Connie
Monahan, statewide
sexual assault nurse
exam coordinator,
told the Albuquerque City Council
on Dec. 19. “Six
months later I
don’t believe
one kit has been
tested,” Monahan
said. In Santa Fe, the
Department of Public
Safety is making all the
right moves, Monahan said.
DPS, which has nine trained analysts
to test fewer than 1,600 kits, has
applied for federal funding to address
the issue, while APD, which has seven
analysts to test more than 3,500 kits,
has not applied for funding, Monahan
said. APD commanders in attendance
said the department is taking steps
to clear the backlog and they cited
impending collaboration with federal
laboratories and a federal grant APD
just received.

APD probe

City Council voted 7-2 on Dec. 19
to put the city's Inspector General
and Director of Council Services on
the team overseeing any independent investigations into allegations
of lapel camera video evidence
tampering by APD officers. The
U.S. Department of Justice has
launched an investigation into the
allegations. Civilian Police Oversight Agency Executive Director Ed
Harness said the city’s investigation
might “muddy the waters at this
point,” and expressed concerns over
interference and duplicated work
as a result of another investigation,
as well as complications for those
cooperating with either investigation. City Attorney Jessica Hernandez dismissed the concerns, saying
that in conversations with federal

authorities regarding the city’s
independent investigation, “nothing
gave me any pause.”

To the rescue

A rescue service vehicle will operate
from Albuquerque Fire Station No. 4,
just off Interstate 40 on Fourth Street
Northwest. Albuquerque Fire Chief
David Downey said the department
is as busy at it has ever been, and
he happily welcomes more apparatus to put into service.
“Having another transport
capable unit will help
with that increasing
demand,” Downey said.
He expressed concern
over how the city will
provide permanent funding to operate the vehicle.

Lab managers

The U.S. Department of Energy’s
National Nuclear Security Administration has awarded the $2.6 billion
annual management and operating
contract for Sandia National Laboratories to National Technology and
Engineering Solutions of Sandia, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Honeywell International. The Honeywell
unit outbid nearly 20 other entities,
including defense giant Lockheed
Martin, which has held the contract
since 1993. Lockheed’s current deal
expires at the end of April 2017,
allowing for a “stable, efficient” fourmonth transition period. Despite their
association with losing bids, UNM
and NMSU will support operation via
Universities Research Association.

APS Supt. deal

After what’s been called a solid performance stabilizing the district, APS
Superintendent Raquel Reedy has
received a contract extension through
June 2019, with an annual salary of
$240,000, and, reportedly, a “no buyout” agreement. The outgoing APS
Board of Education voted 5-2 in favor
of the extension. Board President
David Peercy expressed confidence in
Reedy’s five-year “Academic Master
Plan” for navigating the coming
months in the face of a a dwindling
state education budget.
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The Man Who Stood Up to N.M.’s Secretive Water Czars
BY KEIKO OHNUMA

S

ticking to your principles and
expecting government to act as
people deserve in a democracy can
have terrible consequences if you
don’t let go.

Just ask Norm Gaume. The retired
public servant with kindly eyes starts
his tale slowly then gets swept along
on a torrent of outrage – which is
precisely how he ended up spending
more than $200,000 of his own money
to take on the powerful and secretive New Mexico Interstate Stream
Commission.
And he’s not done yet. Far from it.

In New Mexico, where water is
scarce, control of it is power and the
ISC is the kingpin of all things water.

Gaume used to be director of the
obscure water-policy agency, which is
part of the Office of the State Engineer. After he left in 2002, the ISC
started studying a possible diversion
– or damming – of the Gila River to
provide water for four southwestern
counties, as permitted under the 2004
Arizona Water Settlements Act.
Gaume, who had seen three previous efforts fail to justify dams on the
river where he once canoed as a boy,
pricked up his ears when he heard
the ISC was talking seriously about
another diversion concept.

“There wasn’t ever any documented
need for the water,” he said. “Though
they say the available water is fully
used and we have shortages, when I
looked into it, turns out that water is
less than 50 percent developed.”
So he went to an ISC meeting in
December 2013, his first in more than
a decade. That visit would launch
a three-year campaign of digesting
technical reports, chasing down meeting minutes, filing legal briefs, and
trying to alert the public via the press
and Legislature that something rotten
was going on at the Interstate Stream
Commission.
The nine-person board, appointed
by Gov. Susana Martinez, appeared
hell-bent on pushing through an
expensive, wasteful, technically infeasible project that would damage the
state’s last free-flowing river, and he
simply could not determine why.

Secret meetings

Gaume said he came away from that
first ISC meeting totally confused as
to what was being proposed. “And

if I couldn’t understand it, how was
anyone in the public going to?”

He wasn’t an environmentalist or
any kind of activist. To the contrary,
he was a professional water engineer
who ran Albuquerque’s water utility
in the 1990s and later headed the
ISC itself. After that first meeting he
concluded that the commissioners
“just needed to be educated” as to the
impracticality and outrageous cost –
estimated to be between $800 million
and $1 billion – of the proposed dam
and water diversion.
When he asked to give a presentation about it, however, “They scheduled it in Tucumcari in April, and
no one showed up.” Commissioners
were warned not to ask questions,
and nothing he said appeared in
the minutes. Nonetheless, the ISC
quietly abandoned the plan Gaume
had criticized and ordered a new one.
He discovered that fact only by filing
an Inspection of Public Records Act
request in the summer of 2014.
“Nothing had been reported publicly to authorize these contracts, so
they had obviously been meeting in
secrecy,” Gaume said.

The Arizona Water Settlements
Act does not simply fund a diversion project; it offers New Mexico
up to $66 million in federal funding
(inflation-adjusted to more than $90
million) to implement any strategies
that will help secure water resources
for Catron, Grant, Hidalgo and Luna
counties. This could include conservation, local water projects, or – if the
ISC chose – a diversion of the Gila
River of up to 14,000 acre-feet of water, but only during seasonal floods.
For this last option only, another $34
million could be made available from
the federal government.

Gaume believed that the alternatives
to the original plan recommended
in the consultants’ reports were all
“fatally flawed.” Unable to get clear
answers on how they had reached
their conclusions, he sued the agency
in September 2014 for violations of
the New Mexico Open Meetings Act.
Since the deadline was approaching
for the ISC to tell the U.S. Secretary
of the Interior of its decision on the
diversion, Gaume also requested
a temporary restraining order to
keep the agency from acting until it
remedied its violation and made its
rationale public.

“It took a while,” he said, “but I
concluded that they were being dishonest deliberately. My premise had
been, and remains, that if they were to
discuss this publicly, it would surely
fail. The only thing that keeps this
project alive is its secrecy.”

He discovered that the ISC had
created a technical subcommittee of
commissioners who met with ISC staff
behind closed doors, and then had
their decisions rubber-stamped by the
full commission. That revelation came
as a shock to others concerned about
the project’s environmental impact.
The Gila Conservation Coalition, an
opponent of the diversion project, was
one of them. “There was no understanding of how commissioners were
reaching decisions,” said executive
director Allyson Siwik. “We asked,
‘What’s going on here, how did you
get from A to B?’ There were a lot of
red flags.”

ISC pushback

Gaume decided to sue the agency as
a private citizen, at a cost his attorneys initially estimated at $40,000 (“a
big bite for me,” he recalled with a
wince), which he could recoup if he
won. Siwik saw it as a highly personal
crusade.

“As a former director of the agency,
it was disappointing to him that they
were not following good-government
principles. I think Norm, when he was
a public servant, took that role very
seriously,” Siwik said.

Gaume said he was just being naïve.
“I thought they would remedy their
violation and continue with their business in public.” Instead, the agency’s
lawyers asked the court to require him
to post a $62 million bond to cover its
losses if it missed the federal deadline
– which was impossible for him. That
led the judge to lift the restraining order. Then, worse, the agency countersued him for its legal costs in the fight.
On Nov. 24 of 2014, the ISC voted to
go ahead with the Gila diversion.
News reports began appearing
region-wide about the diversion plan
that raised more questions than answers – that it could alter the ecology
of the Gila ecosystem, that it could
cost up to $1 billion, which was more
than provided for by the federal fund.
It was unclear who would make up
this funding gap, or whether water
users could even afford their new
bounty of Gila River water.
The ISC, hewing to its publicly
documented penchant for secrecy, did

NEWS
not respond to requests for comment
for this story.

Gaume pointed out repeatedly that
storing water during floods would
be enormously expensive and wasteful, benefiting just “a few hundred”
downstream agricultural irrigators.
These proponents, along with the city
of Deming, now make up the Central
Arizona Project entity, a body created
by the ISC in August 2015 to design,
build, and maintain the diversion
project.

“The ISC never published their
hydrology,” Gaume said. “They never
acknowledged the magnitude of water they could develop is tiny. There’s
plenty of water in the [Mimbres River]
aquifer for Deming and other cities.
They never determined the feasibility
of the project, and in my view, that’s
where things start. So somehow the
ISC transformed from being a technical agency to pursue what I can only
call water-development religion.”
Indeed, in May 2015 Anthony Gutierrez, chairman of the project subcommittee, told High Country News that
the need to grab any available water
outweighed all other concerns, including damage to the river ecosystem,
which depends on seasonal flooding.

Meanwhile, Silver City and other
communities that supported other
alternatives – such as conservation
measures and improvements to local
water infrastructure – feared their
funding would be diverted toward the
diversion. “These are critical projects
that will meet real water needs now,”
said Siwik. “We need this money.”
In October 2015, Gaume was vindicated – partly – when Santa Fe District
Judge Francis J. Mathew agreed that
the ISC had violated the New Mexico
Open Meetings Act in awarding two
of the contracts. He canceled them
until they could be approved in open
public meetings, which was done
retroactively. But in the meantime,
Gaume had been forced to spend tens
of thousands of dollars fighting the
ISC countersuit so as not to lose his
case.
“They cut off my escape route,” he
said. “I had taken money out of an
IRA, had borrowed from family and
friends.” The judge ultimately awarded him $115,600 in legal fees, but he
offset that by ordering Gaume to pay
the ISC $38,700 for its legal fees.

Still, he feels he had no choice.
“What I brought to the table was
credible testimony on the facts. The
ISC buries the opposition in technical
reports, and you can’t make any sense
of them unless you have an engineering degree.”
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Thanks to his relentless criticism, the
current diversion plan commissioned
by the CAP entity begins far below
the boundary of the Gila Wilderness,
about a mile above the first irrigators.
Public money for the dam will be
spent, but “the wild river is mostly
preserved, and the ISC has changed
their behavior,” Gaume said. “Now
they follow the Open Meetings Act to
the letter in their contracts.”
In recognition of his work, the New
Mexico Foundation for Open Government in October gave Gaume its
Citizens Award. “Because of Norm,”
said Susan Boe, the group’s executive director, “both the ISC and CAP
know someone is watching how these
decisions are made.”

Ultimately, Gaume’s lawsuit was not
about the Gila diversion – much as
he opposes it – but about the fact that
the ISC was making decisions without public knowledge or input. That
aspect of the fight is not over. Gaume
calculates that the agency has spent
$6.5 million out of the Arizona Water
Settlements Act fund to pay consultants to shore up its diversion plan.
And it continues to funnel money to
them, primarily to the Albuquerque
engineering firm of Bohannan Huston
Inc., whose former senior vice president sits on the ISC. That spending is
occurring without legislative approval, despite the Legislature’s constitutional role as the sole appropriator of
state funds.
“They’ve just appropriated the
money to themselves and spent it. My
feeling was, no one will hold these
people accountable if I don’t,” Gaume
said. “Is it my duty? No. Can I do it? I
have to do it, given my values.”
So he continues to pore over technical reports and keep watch over the
ISC and CAP, which in his view still
have not gone public with the truth
of what they are proposing. Siwik
agrees. “We’re still filing Inspection
of Public Record Act [requests] every
month to get information. That’s the
only way to find out what’s really
happening.”

Gaume said he’s optimistic legislators and the public will eventually
wake up to the flaws of the ISC’s plan
to divert water from the Gila River.
And he feels good about that.

“I was willing to put my money
where my mouth was,” he said. “I just
didn’t expect it to cost so much.”
Keiko Ohnuma is a freelance writer who
lives in Corrales. She previously published
the Bosque Beast newspaper.
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Why Do Berry, Perry
Hate ABQ’s Beat Cops?
BY DAN KLEIN

A

lbuquerque,
you need
to know that
Richard Berry
hates you.

R.J. must hate
the cops on the
beat because he’s
done everything to drive them off
and now, when the city is in crisis
and he needs cops, he refuses to do
the one thing that will keep them.
And no, it’s not firing Chief Gorden
Eden and the entire APD command
staff, even though any mayor
responsive to the populace would
have done so already.
All R.J. has to do is give the cop on
the beat the same retention bonus
he hands out to the highly-paid
members of APD’s command. It’s
simple and it will work. The only
reason I can think that R.J. is
refusing is that he hates you, me
and his cops.
What else could it be? R.J. isn’t
stupid. Our mayor knows when
he took the retention bonus away
from officers in 2011 more than 100
veteran cops immediately retired,
and crime spiked.
And what about Chief Eden? Is he
really the political misfit he appears
to be?
R.J. said he was the smartest man
for the job, so why doesn’t Gordo,
(can I call you Gordo?), publicly
request his beat cops be given the
retention bonuses? I can only guess
that Gordo hates you, too, Burque.
What is the Veteran Officer Retention Bonus? It was a program started in 2008 that provided $12,000
each year to beat cops who chose
staying on the job over retirement.
It was paid into a 401k plan, therefore the Legislature didn’t have a
say and they didn’t care.

fact that she was under Internal
Affairs investigation by her old
department didn’t matter. Rules?
Gordo don’t need no stinkin’ rules!
Recently, Gordo told the City
Council that APD is hiring a lot of
brand-new officers. But because veteran officers are retiring in droves,
Gordo’s department has only grown
by a handful of officers when compared to this time last year.
Councilors asked, “How can we
help?” Gordo, munching his mouth
nervously, looked at Chief Administrative Officer Rob Perry (who
glared back), and said, “recruiting,
it’s a problem everywhere.”
That’s B.S., but the council drank
the lie like grape Kool-Aid at an
afternoon picnic in Jonestown
with Jim Jones. Is this City Council
incapable of seeing through this
mayor’s B.S.?
What if Gordo asked CEO Rob
Perry for cop bonuses? Imagine this
twist on Charlies Dickens’ “A Christmas Carol” story: Scrooge McPerry
(who received a $45,000 pay raise)
is counting his gold pieces when
wretched Gordo comes begging,
“Ummm, Mr. Perry, can my cops
have bonuses, please?” To which
Perry replies, “Gordie, was I talking
to you? Now I lost count of my
Albuquerque gold! Get out!”
I want Albuquerque to be a safe
city again. To achieve that we need
cops, a lot of them.
I asked APD how many officers
have retired since 2014. The number is 133. If R.J. had given them a
retention bonus most would have
stayed on, and Albuquerque would
be safer. With those officers, APD
would have around 950 officers;
instead, there are only 825 on
the job with more retirements on
the horizon.

Did it work? You bet your
crime-weary ass it did. APD grew to
1,100 police officers and crime went
down. Auditors said it stopped 129
officers from retiring. But when R.J.
killed it, they quit and crime went
up. You rock, R.J.!

It’s clear R.J. and Gordo don’t
give a tinker’s damn about keeping
experienced APD officers. By not
caring about our veteran beat
cops, they don’t give a crap about
you, either.

Gordo had no problem ignoring
all rules and regulations when he
hired his director of training. The

Dan Klein is a retired Albuquerque police
sergeant. Reach him through Facebook.

ACLU of New Mexico
Stands Up to Trump
BY SYARAH NAMASTÉ

C

ivil rights
groups
working for
systemic change
are preparing
to fight Donald
Trump’s proposals. Recently
the ACLU of
New Mexico wrote an open letter to
Trump challenging his plans to: deport 11 million undocumented immigrants; ban the entry of Muslims
and target them with surveillance
programs; restrict women’s access to
abortion services; reauthorize forms
of torture; and change libel laws
and restrict freedom of expression.

secured housing for a man who has
been homeless for years. When he
told him the good news, the man
was floored. “You mean I’m going
to have a home for Christmas?” he
asked, then burst into tears.

The ACLU pointed out that all of
these proposals are unconstitutional
and would violate the First, Fourth,
Fifth, Eighth, and Fourteenth
Amendments of the Constitution, as
well as other statutes and international treaties.

I have been getting a lot of mail
from nonprofit organizations
asking for year-end donations and
you probably are, too. If social
services are further cut under the
new administration, many of these
organizations will be seeing a surge
in requests for help.

‘You will have to contend
with the full firepower of
the ACLU at your every
step’ – ACLU of New Mexico

I think of the folks at Roadrunner Food Bank, whose mission is
to end hunger in New Mexico by
providing food to hungry and needy
people. The Roadrunner Foodbank
was started in 1980 by one man
distributing food from the trunk
of his car. It’s grown into a food
distribution center that feeds about
70,000 hungry people weekly and
distributes about 30 million pounds
of food each year in New Mexico.
During the month of the December,
any dollar you donate to them is
matched by an anonymous donor.
To learn more, visit: rrfb.org

letter to Trump

If he tries to enact any of these
policies, the letter warned, “You
will have to contend with the full
firepower of the ACLU at your
every step.” To read the letter in full
or to donate to the fight, visit:
aclu-nm.org

Holiday sharing
The holidays are often a time
when social injustices are most
apparent. I want to acknowledge
everyone who is spending Christmas
this year serving meals to the hungry, staffing one of the remaining
overnight shelters for the homeless
in Albuquerque, or answering calls
on a crisis line for those who are depressed and contemplating suicide.
Recently, an activist who serves
Albuquerque’s homeless shared a
heartwarming story with me. Working with people who struggle both
with mental illness and addiction
is tough work, so he doesn’t often
have happy stories. But he finally

The Roadrunner Foodbank was started in 1980
by one man distributing
food from the trunk of his
car. It now feeds 70,000
hungry people weekly

There was one final local event
this year to support the fight in
Standing Rock against the Dakota
Access Pipeline. It was on Dec. 21
at the local club, Sidewinders, 8900
Central Ave. SE. The evening was
hosted by Bunnie Boom Boom
and Riley T.Turmoil. Fifteen local
entertainers performed. Special
guest was Janice O’Jesus Deveraux
who spoke about how the LGBTQ
community in Albuquerque is
supporting the water protectors at
Standing Rock.
Sayrah Namasté is an organizer with the
American Friends Service Committee in
Albuquerque. She writes about events of interest to Albuquerque’s activist community.
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From the Disorderly Mind:
On Trump and Porta Pottis
BY KELITA SMITH

T

he question
that follows
me day and
night is why?
Why would
Americans
choose one
of the ugliest
Americans for
president? Searching inside myself, I
remember the first time I voted for
president. I voted for Bill Clinton
because he admitted to smoking
cannabis, and, as a college student,
I was able to identify with him
because of that.
In this recent election, perhaps
the same process was at work. By
choosing a racist, sexist, con man,
American voters have a man who
actually represents them. The silver
lining for those of us who are
appalled is that the truth about
America is undeniable and we can
no longer pretend we are great. I
miss the illusion of living in a kinder,
gentler America, but I have no wish
to live in an illusion.
I was wondering why construction
was so out of control in my neighborhood. They seem not to know
the simplest laws, and even put a
Porta Potti less than a foot from
our fire hydrant. It has been six
yards from my window for almost a
year, and it fell over twice already,
making me wonder how they can
build anything properly if they can’t
secure a Porta Potti.
The New York Times seems to have
lost its way. I had to suspend my delivery because of all the news about
Chump. Just in time too, The Times
put a nearly naked fat woman on
a pole, front and center. Can’t miss
it. Twice! I wish I could unsee that
close-up of her yucky armpit.
So I check out my latest issue of
The New Yorker and am shocked to
see a full page ad by MSNBC with
Chump’s face. It says, “What will he
do?” Maybe if the media did not
take him seriously in the first place,
giving him oodles of undeserved
coverage, there might still be hope.
By the time his term is over, assuming he is not offed by an insider, we
will have passed the carbon tipping

point and we have no solution for
global warming.
I have read over 50 books in an
effort to understand how human
beings have become such a rapacious and violent species. It will take
months more to finish this project,
but it will be special.
Recently, a dogsitter brought
three dogs to Ortiz Park here in Santa Fe. They ganged up on another
dog and killed it. Then today, an
attractive young woman stood on
the corner across from Kaune’s
with a sign that said “Don’t let the
Grinch steal our country.”
I cannot understand why people
who have a choice would live in
New Mexico. It seems like a dusty,
toxic, unjust mess to me. New Mexico is not like other states. I feel the
corruption on every level, yet not
much seems to be changing. I wish
I could just leave this awful state. I
am surrounded by Chump supporters, construction and corruption.
On this business of California
wanting to secede, where would
this country be if our founding
patriots had decided to remain
subjects of England because independence would be expensive and
complicated!
Revolutionaries in the 1700s were
not asking permission. It was a declaration of independence. California’s freedom is up to Californians,
not middle America or the personification of chaos they elected.
With its kick-ass economy and well
educated population, California will
prosper more rapidly when they
unhitch from the Trump train.
Businesses will flock to California.
They’ll strengthen gun laws and
protect that beautiful state from
polluters. They’ll need fewer border
patrols because Mexicans will be
welcomed. Mexico may even ask
to join California. The best and
brightest will move to California.
They will be welcomed. They’ll
never look back!
Kelita Smith was born in Mexico 55 years
ago and has lived in six states. She lives in
Santa Fe and makes pet collars.
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t’s hard to say if we're celebrating
the new year or just saying good
riddance to 2016. Either way, if you're
looking for more to do then wait for
midnight, check out these New Year’s
events in Albuquerque.

without a chile drop? For the last event
in Nob Hill’s centennial celebration
and the grand opening of Kaktus
Brewing Co (2929 Monte Vista NE),
head to Nob Hill for jazz music, dance
performances and a huge chile drop
at midnight. For more information:
nobhillis100.com/events

Kids

New Year's Eve on Civic
Plaza

WOWZUH Noon Year’s Eve

Ring in 2017 with the City of
Albuquerque on Civic Plaza from 9
p.m. for a family friendly event. There
will be entertainment, food trucks, free
kids’ activities and champagne for a
midnight toast. For more information,
visit cultureabq.com or call 311.

BY ERIKA EDDY

I

The celebration at WOWZUH(409
Edmon Rd. NE, Ste B) is from 11 a.m.
to 1 p.m. with snacks, play, crafts,
games and a balloon drop at the stroke
of 12. For more information:
wowzuh.com

Explora Noon Year's Eve
Family Celebration

Manhattan on the Mesa

Community

Get a taste of New York New Year’s
at Anderson-Abruzzo International Balloon Museum (9201 Balloon
Museum Dr NE). The night includes a
best-dressed contest, dinner, live music
by the Bad Katz Band and a New York
City ball drop screening. Singles tables
are available so you won't be alone at
the big moment. For information and
tickets: balloonmuseum.com

Chanukah Night Glow

Swing into 2017 with JA!

Hot air balloons will make an unforgettable giant menorah at Balloon Fiesta Park (5000 Balloon Fiesta Parkway
NE). “The largest menorah ever” will
be lit up with Mayor Richard J. Berry,
followed by popular Jewish music act,
8th Day. Gates open at 6:30 p.m. for the
menorah lighting at 7:30. The concert
will be held indoors at the Pilots’
Pavilion Hall. For more information:
menorahglow.com

UNM dance group Jitterbugs Anonymous will have its inaugural New
Year’s dance at the Marriott Pyramid
North (5151 San Francisco Rd NE) beginning at 8:30 p.m. The event includes
a lesson, food, a toast and live music.
Dress to impress, bring your friends
and swing in the new year! For more
information: email unmjitterbugs@
gmail.com

Gruet New Year's Eve
Winery Tour
Go straight to the source for your
champagne toast with a New Year’s
Day tour of Gruet (8400 Pan American
Freeway NE) at 2 p.m. Learn the process involved in creating bubbly and
Albuquerque’s winemaking legacy.
For more information, contact Gina at
821-0055.

Start 2017 off with a bang at a New
Year’s party of group rituals and
exercises, erotic tastings, and time
spent with other erotic journeyers at
The Source Health and Community
Wabi-Sabi Oasis (1111 Carlisle Blvd.
SE). No experience is required for this
clothing-optional event full of chatting,
laughing and even dancing. For more
information: thesourceabq.com

ABQ Bike & Wine Tour

Hotels

From 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Explora (1701
Mountain Rd. NW) will host special
activities like making hats and straw
noisemakers, a do-it-yourself photo
booth and a noontime balloon drop.
For more information: explora.us/en

The Routes Bicycle Tours & Rentals
(404 San Felipe St NW) bike tour takes
you along the Rio Grande past local
farms and the city’s Nature Preserve
and culminates at the Spanish-style
tasting room of Casa Rondeña Winery
for a full wine tasting and tour of the
grounds and winemaking process.
The tour is from 2 to 5 p.m. For more
information: routesrentals.com

Nob Hill New Year's Eve
Chile Drop
What’s New Year’s in New Mexico

Sexy, Tantric New Year’s

Hotel Cascada Splash
Party
The water park at Hotel Cascada
(2500 Carlisle Blvd. NE), makes for
a great place for families to bring in
the new year. Beginning at 3:30 p.m.,
splash around to a live DJ performance
then watch the countdown from Times
Square while toasting with complimentary champagne or sparkling cider.
For more information and tickets:
thehotelcascada.com

Sheraton Albuquerque
Uptown
The New Year’s Eve party hitting
uptown at the Sheraton (2600 Louisiana Blvd. NE) has dinner, dancing and
live music by The Pink Flamingos and
Artrageous, party favors and prizes, a
champagne toast and a balloon drop.
For more information and tickets: sheratonuptown.com or call 349-2520

Albuquerque Embassy
Black & Red Affair
Enjoy a three-course meal, live
music by Soul Divine, cocktails and a
midnight champagne toast at Albuquerque Embassy Suites & Spa (1000
Woodward Pl. NE). The Black & Red
Affair is a black-tie event, so dress to
impress. For more information and
tickets: albuquerque.embassysuites.
com or call 353-5363

Party at the Parq
Hotel Parq Central’s (806 Central
Ave. SE) party has music by a DJ
in the parlor, deluxe appetizers, a
champagne toast at midnight and a
midnight breakfast buffet. For more
information and tickets: hotelparqcentral.com or call 242-0040

com/dining-nightlife or call
843-6300

Route 66 Masters
of Illusion Cirque
Extravaganza
Be Amazed at Route 66
Casino and Hotel’s (I-40 Exit
140, Albuquerque) night full
of amazing magic and live
entertainment. There will be
aerialists swinging overhead, stilt-walkers, jugglers,
dancers and magicians. There
will be Cirque Ziva Shows at
3 and 8 p.m. A New Year’s
Eve event will also be held at
the hotel’s night club Envy
(see Night Clubs listings).
For more
information
and tickets:
rt66casino.
com or
call 3527866

EVE EVENTS
Lotus Nightclub
Lotus Nightclub (211 Gold Ave.
SW) is hosting a Glow into the New
Year party. DJ Shatta will be in the
front room playing hip hop and urban
dance and DJ XES in the back room
playing party music with balloon
drops on both dance floors. They will
be giving away New Year’s and glowing swag all night. For more information and tickets: lotusabq.com

Effex
Effex Albuquerque (420 Central Ave
SW) is starting the night with dinner
at 4 p.m. at Side Effex. Doors open
for Effex nightclub at 9 p.m. with DJs
Chris DeJesus, Devin, Bowra, Brahim
and special guests spinning in all four
rooms. For more information and
tickets: effexabq.com or email svp@
effexabq.com

Club Cananas Fiesta
De Año Nuevo
Lo recaudado del evento de Club
Cananas (12935 Central Ave NE) sera
utilizado para comprar mas juguetes

Envy Nightlife
Envy Nightlife at Route 66 Hotel
(I-40, Exit 140, Albuquerque) will be
closing out 2016 with a monster-sized
party with DJ Shurbeat, a video wall,
party favors and more. For more information and tickets: envyabq.com

QBar Lounge
Dance to the latest sounds by
Albuquerque favorite DJ Sez at QBar
Lounge at Hotel Albuquerque (800
Rio Grande Blvd NW). Doors open at
9 p.m. and there will be party favors
and a champagne toast at midnight.
For more information: hotelabq.com/
dining-nightlife or call 843-6300

Casa Esencia
Celebrate in style with DJ Josh Burg
and DJ Flo Fader at Casa Esencia at
Hotel Albuquerque (800 Rio Grande
Blvd NW). Doors open at 9 p.m. For
more information and tickets: hotelabq.
com/dining-nightlife or call 843-6300

The Stage at The Star at Santa Ana
Casino (54 Jemez Canyon Dam Rd.,
Santa Ana Pueblo) will explore the
mystical, strange and ever-so-enticing
world of Wonderland. Vegas DJ Andy
Gil will host as DJ C.L.A. brings the
music to get lost in. For more information: thestageatthestar.com

Ring in the New Year with DJ Shy
and Andrew Cooper & Co. at the
Sandia Ballroom at Sandia Casino (30
Rainbow Rd.). There will be dancing,
party favors, a cash bar and a balloon
drop at midnight. For more information and tickets: sandiacasino.com or
call 975-0084

Live Music

Hotel Andaluz Silent Night

CINEMATICA at Burt's
Tiki Lounge Masquerade
party

New Year's at The Andaluz (125
Second St. NW) is going to be unlike
any other. Experience a "silent" dance
party with six live DJs playing streams
directly to each dancer. With DJ Eldon,
Miss J-Slay, Randy Boogie, James Black
and BadCat all performing, a balloon
drop and champagne toast. VIP and
private tables available. For more
information and tickets:
hotelandaluz.com

The Champagne Ball in the Alvarado
Ballroom at Hotel Albuquerque at Old
Town (800 Rio Grande Blvd. NW) includes a four-course dinner, entertainment by Vanilla Pop and John Cousins
and a champagne toast at midnight.
Doors open at 7 p.m. New Year’s Eve
events will also be held at the hotel’s
two night clubs and two restaurants
(see Night Clubs listings). For more
information and tickets: hotelabq.

dynamic duo of party with host Kron
Jeremy and world famous, straight
outta' Jemez DJ Wae Fonkey. For more
information: duelbrewing.com

The Stage at The Star Wonderland New Year’s Eve

Sandia Casino Glitz and
Glam Dance Party

Hotel Albuquerque
Champagne Ball
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Night Clubs
The Co-Op New Beginnings: NYE
The Co-Op (415 Central Ave. NW)
celebrates New Beginnings with
DJ Contest, bLyss, AnthoneyMarx,
Entheogen, SRKBAIT, SYDAFKT,
Dredhok, Benasty, and Zombie
Planet, starting at 6 p.m. 16 and
older event. For more information:
dukecitysound.com

y regalarlos el dia 7 de enero con Los
Reyes Magos. (The proceeds from the
event will be used to buy children’s
gifts for Three Kings Day.) Musica
de Banda La Jerezana, Organizacion
Norteña, Grupo Invitado y DJ Paco
Pacorro. Para mas informacion y
reservaciones: llama 504-9710

Duel Brewing F*ck 2016
Duel Brewing ABQ (606 Central
Ave SW) will celebrate the end of the
crazy events of 2016. They’ll have the

Burt's Tiki Lounge (515 Central Ave.
NW) New Year's Eve Masquerade
Party with the legend himself, DJ
Clout, real Rasta DJs MC selectors (DJ
Ras Isaac & DJ Ras Ritchie). Live band
CINEMATICA will perform a set and
special guest host Afu-Ra will keep the
party moving into the New Year. For
more information: call 688-1050

Red Wine Band Dinner
and Dance
The annual New Year’s party featuring the group Red Wine will take place
at the Marriott Pyramid (5151 San
Francisco Rd. NE). The party includes
dinner, door prizes, party favors, a
balloon drop and a champagne toast
at midnight. For more information and
tickets: contact Cathy Ramirez at 7206199 or Lorenzo Ramirez at 573-0139 or
visit newmexicosredwineband.com

Border Avenue at The
Dirty Bourbon Dance Hall
and Saloon
Border Avenue plays for the Country
Countdown party at Dirty Bourbon
(9800 Montgomery Blvd. NE) with
party favors and a champagne toast.
For more information and tickets, visit
thedirtybourbon.com

Son Como Son at The
Cooperage
The Cooperage (7220 Lomas Blvd.
NE) always offers great live music, and
a dance floor. Son Como Son plays salsa beginning at 9:30 p.m. Grab dinner,
party favors and midnight champagne.
For more information:
cooperageabq.com or call 255-1657

Red Light Cameras and
Concepto Tambor at
Launchpad

Restaurants

Red Light Cameras, Concepto Tambor and Kevin Herig will play at the
Launchpad (618 Central Ave. SW). For
more information and tickets: launchpadrocks.com

Celebrate New Year's Eve the Spanish way at The Cellar Tapas Beer and
Wine (1025 Lomas Blvd. NW) starting
at 4:30 p.m. Start your celebration with
gourmet entrees, tapas, and Spanish
wines. For reservations: call 242-3117

Raven & Her Sweet Potato
Pie Band at Route 66 Casino Hotel
Raven Rutherford & Her Sweet
Potato Pie Band welcome the new year
at Route 66 Casino Hotel (I-40 Exit 140,
Albuquerque) performing blues, jazz,
old soul, Americana and classic rock.
For more information: rt66casino.com

Felix y Los Gatos and Soul
Kitchen at Indian Pueblo
Cultural Center
It's going to be one big happy family
bringing in the new year at Indian
Pueblo Cultural Center (240112th St.
NW) with Felix y Los Gatos and Soul
Kitchen big band music. For more
information: indianpueblo.org

Moonshine Blind, The
Despot and Two Stoned
Betties at Low Spirits
New Year's Eve is a blast at Low Spirits (2823 2nd St. NW) with Moonshine
Blind, The Despot and Two Stoned
Betties starting at 7 p.m. For more
information: lowspiritslive.com

Merican Slang at Geckos
on Academy
Geckos Bar and Tapas Too (5801
Academy Rd. NE) and Merican Slang
are gonna funk up the New Year with
champagne and breakfast burritos
at midnight and funk all night long.
Come join the dance party and bring in
the New Year like a true ‘Merican. For
more information: geckosbar.com

Diamond Empire Band at
Sandia Casino Glitz and
Glam Dance Party
Ring in the New Year at the Tlur Pa
Lounge at Sandia Casino (30 Rainbow
Rd.) with Diamond Empire Band and
DJ Cut. For more information: sandiacasino.com

The Cellar

Pueblo Harvest Cafe
Ring in the new year with a night
of live music, dancing, and food at
Pueblo Harvest Cafe (2401 12th St.
NW). A tapas menu, full bar and party
favors will keep the celebration going
until the countdown and champagne
toast at midnight. For reservations: call
742-3510

Marcello's Chophouse
Bring in the New Year at Marcello’s
(2201 Q St. NE, Ste B), where every
year is always better than the last.
Enjoy New Year's Eve dinner, drinks,
appetizers and specials. For reservations: opentable.com or call at 837-2467

Tablao Flamenco at Hotel
Albuquerque
Catch a special new year’s flamenco
performance full of passion at Tablao
Flamenco (800 Rio Grande Blvd. NW)
from 7:45 to 9:30 p.m. Tapas, cava and
drinks all night. For reservations: call
843-6300

Garduño's at Old Town
End 2016 on a delicious note with
Garduño's (800 Rio Grande Blvd. NW)
special three-course dinner. Dinner
will be served between 6 and 10 p.m.
For reservations: call 222-8766

Torinos’ @ Home
Five course New Year’s Eve Dinner
and live music by Ambrose at Torinos’
@ Home (7600 Jefferson St. NE) begins
at 8 p.m. For reservations: call 797-4491

St. Clair Winery & Bistro
Ring in the New Year with a fourcourse meal and a champagne toast at
St. Clair’s (901 Rio Grande Blvd NW).
The wine Shop will be open until midnight. For reservations: call 243-9916
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Meat, Meet Meat

The Cube's platter of pulled pork, beef brisket and smoked
tri-tip. We chose collards and potato salad as sides.

Pepper's' combo BBQ plate overflowing with pork ribs, beef brisket,
collard greens, potato salad and sweet potato cornbread.

Pepper's Ole' Fashion
BBQ & Soul Food
301 San Pedro Dr. NE, 967-6427,
peppersolefashionbbqandsoulfood.com
11:00 a.m. – 7:00 p.m. Tues. – Sat.

!

BY STEVE “MO” FYE

A

lbuquerque is not famous for
barbecue, but there are certainly a few joints that stand out.

The Cube sits just west of UNM on
Central Ave. and seems to be taking
a hit from the restricted traffic in the
area. Like many restaurants affected
by the Albuquerque Rapid Transit
construction project, The Cube appears
to be limiting the amount of food
prepared each day. We were lucky
enough to get some of the very last of
the brisket and potato salad.
The spacious but stark dining area
was sparsely filled at lunchtime on our
visit, but filled up as we were leaving. We ordered a big selection of the
offerings and were mostly happy with
the results.
The brisket was tender and moist,
with a nice smoky flavor.

But the pork ribs were disappointing
on this visit. They were dry, despite
having great flavor and smoke.

Collard greens are usually either awful
or awesome. The Cube has collards
down. Cooked slow and low with plenty of smoked meat, they were tender
and savory.
The mashed sweet potatoes were
good as far as the dish goes. I like sweet

The Cube

potatoes served
savory, not
sugared up. Our secondary taster declared
them delicious, so I will go
with that favorable thumbs up.

I don’t consider a visit to a barbecue
joint complete without potato salad.
Instead of a mushy pile of spuds
slathered in mayo and mustard, the
Cube provided a lightly dressed side of
potatoes with just enough mayo to bind
and a generous hand on the fresh dill.
This is not the expected style of potato
salad, but it was a real winner.

A real barbecue meal needs some corn
bread, but the Cube’s offering was dry
and tasteless, the only true disappointment of the day.
As far as service went, the staff was
friendly and helpful, but dropped
the ball a couple of times, including
leaving off one of the meats on a
three-meat platter.
On the far end of the construction
mess lies Pepper’s. As far as this Food
Fight goes, geography mimics style.

Pepper’s Ole Fashioned BBQ goes
about ambiance in a very different manner than The Cube. The restaurant is
tucked into a run-down strip mall right
across from the fairgrounds at Copper

and San
Pedro. The
walls are covered
with sports memorabilia and tributes to black
people of note. Pictures of Nelson
Mandela, Muhammad Ali and President
Obama share wall space with UNM
Lobo athletes and pro baseball stars.
Staying true to the traditional barbecue aesthetic, the proprietor, Daniel
“Pepper” Morgan smokes his meats
on a trailer-mounted smoker parked
out front. This setup reminded me of
the barbecue joints I visited when I
was a teen.

Pepper’s ribs were moist and fall-offthe-bone tender, with a deep smoke ring
and great flavor from the dry rub. These
ribs are often called the best in Albuquerque, and I can’t argue.

The brisket was not up to the same
level of excellence, though. While deeply
flavored and having a lovely smoke
ring, the brisket was a bit tough and
fatty on this occasion.
Pepper’s version of collard greens is,
to my palate, the platonic ideal. Braised
with a generous portion of smoked
pork, the collards have no trace of the
bitterness found in greens cooked too
quickly or in a covered pot. Salty and

1520 Central Ave. SE
243-0023, thecuberestaurant.com
11:00 a.m. – 9:00 p.m. Tues. – Wed.
11:00 a.m. – 10:00 p.m. Thurs. – Sat.

savory, they rate a visit on their own.

Pepper’s potato salad took me right
back to my youth: bits of pickle mixed
with just enough mustard and mayo
and celery.

The smoked meats may be the reason
to visit a barbecue restaurant, but what
sets a place apart is the sauce. Pepper’s
sauce is tangy, with a tilt toward the vinegary side. Even the name says authenticity: “Pepper’s Slurp and Burp.”
The friendly servers bring your food
to the table with an old Crown Royal
bottle full of sauce and a set of plastic
flatware. Each table has a roll of paper
towels, which you will need to clean the
sauce off your face. Everything about
Pepper’s shouts old-school barbecue pit
master. Bring cash, as Pepper’s does not
accept cards.
This review is based on the barbecue, so Pepper’s comes out a winner
by a knockout. However, The Cube
serves some seriously tasty hot dogs
and terrific burgers ground in-house
from New Mexico beef. Two great, but
very different, restaurants that deserve
frequent visits.
Steve “Mo” Fye is an instructional tech in the
Culinary Arts program at Central New Mexico
Community College and will throw an egg on
anything, breakfast or not.
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Unfriended: How Friends Local Author’s Debut
Affect Your Health
Novel Historically Fun
BY PETE BISSONETTE

H

ow many friends do you have?

If your doctor isn’t
asking now, he or
she may start
soon.
According
to researchers
at the
University
of North
Carolina at
Chapel Hill,
your social
circles are as
important to
your health as
diet and exercise.

Researchers evaluated
data from four U.S.
population surveys from adolescence
into old age spanning three dimensions
of social relationships: social integration,
social support, and social strain. They
then compared the social relationships
to blood pressure, waist circumference,
body mass index, and systematic
inflammation – four key markers for
mortality risk.
The team’s results, published in
“Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences,” not only back up past
research directly linking social circles
to longer life in old age, they also show
a healthful impact during early and
middle adulthood.

For example, the study shows that
social isolation in young adulthood
increases inflammation risk as much as
physical inactivity.
In old age, the researchers say
social isolation is more damaging than
diabetes in controlling hypertension.

In middle adulthood, the strength of
social connections – not the size of the
social network – was a greater factor to
health. Contrary to younger and older
adults, the quality of social relationships
matters over quantity, explains sociology
professor Kathleen Mullan Harris.
“Based on these findings, it should be
as important to encourage adolescents
and young adults to build social
relationships and social skills for
interacting with others as it is to eat
healthy and be physically active,” Harris
says in the study.
Having the charisma to attract a

BY LEX VOYTEK

large social circle doesn’t always come
naturally. To embody the
attractive mannerisms
and cool and
reserved energy
of a magnetic
personality, try
this exercise
your next
holiday
gathering:
1.
Think of
a person
with strong
magnetic
qualities. The
person could be
any man or woman
you know or have seen
on TV or in the movies,
or perhaps an imagined person.
Consider what characteristics of
this person you would most like to
emulate and instill as a habit.

2. Next, enter a heightened awareness
of yourself, focusing especially on the
relaxed stillness of your facial and
body muscles.

3. Now imagine yourself and the role
model you selected in front of you.
Notice posture, clothing, walking,
talking, and the qualities of voice
and physical movements. Notice
the dynamic magnetic qualities
of the role model and your own
detracting behaviors. Imagine shoring
up the leakages of your energy by
establishing new habits of living that
foster the magnetic qualities.

4. When the image of you is right, affirm
it as a choice and step into it.

5. Fully experience through all your
senses the new characteristics you
have selected. Project yourself into
a near future situation in which you
rehearse how well you demonstrate
the qualities you have gained.

Do this exercise any time you’re about
to enter a social situation. Although a
dramatic change may be short-lived at
first, your body and mind will get the
message, and your magnetic personality
will blossom in time.
Pete Bissonette has been the president of
Learning Strategies for over thirty years. To
learn more about him and access tips, clues,
and videos about the treasure hunt, please visit:
breakfastteaandbourbon.com

“D

eath in
the Black
Patch” by Albuquerque local Bruce
Wilson has an aesthetic that should
appeal to those who
were attracted to
the charm of the
“Little House on the
Prairie” novels.

While I tend to
enjoy books with
more action, I was
impressed by the
depth of Wilson’s
research and the
obvious amount
of time he put into
thinking out his
debut novel.

“Death in the Black
Patch” was definitely
written with
dedication to details
and earnestness
in the portrayal of
events that took place
at that time in history.
Long passages of
folksy sentiments
and old-fashioned
language also cement
the historical setting.

Set in 1906 Kentucky, the story
follows the life of a tobacco farmer
named Wes. The story’s tension
involves a monopoly that has formed
in the tobacco industry, forcing
farmers to sell their tobacco for less
than fair prices. A growing group of
farmers, the Night Riders, are holding
out selling their tobacco to wait for a
fair price and threatening anyone who
sells to the monopoly.
The action happens mid-way
through the book when a local farmer
is murdered. This heightens the
tension, leaving farmers feeling they
have no place to go – sell out to the
monopoly and possibly have their
crops ruined, or worse, get murdered!
The book then delivers a few more
twists and turns throughout the
second half.

Wilson focuses on Wes’ family
around the dinner table as both a
metaphor for the protagonist’s fears of
the Night Riders and to delve into his
cold reservations toward his family.

My favorite element of the story
was Wes’ relationship to his son. We
see Wes flashback to his relationship
to his father, who was hardened after
fighting in the Civil War and cold to
Wes as a boy.
There’s a sense of Wes’ doubt now
that he has become the father. Wes
takes a similar, hardened approach
to raising his son Anthie, and nearly
loses him. The book reveals the
uncertainties and pitfalls of their
relationship, as well as the love they
don’t know how to express.

“Death in the Black Patch,” despite
its name, wasn’t a page-turning
thriller, but rather a thoughtful
historical read. It transports you to
another time, in a place not so far
away, so you feel totally removed
from modern life.
Lex Voytek is a nervous wreck and reading quiets
the noise. Reach her at books@freeabq.com
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The Callboard: Local Auditions in One Place
D

o you dream of spotlights and cheering fans? Then maybe it’s time to take those dreams and make them a reality. And it all
starts with picking up a copy of ABQ Free Press Weekly, where we make it easy to find all the local auditions for stage and
screen. See? The first step is simple. The rest? That’s up to you.

Screen
MALE

Open ethnicity, late 20s to late 30s –
Male lead
Clean-shaven but wild hair
Hip hop music video
Shoots Jan. 14 or 15
Auditions via Skype
Email resumes and headshots to
juramara@gmail.com
PAID
Open ethnicity, 40s – Franklin
Untitled sci-fi feature
Filming in March/April 2017
Send resume and headshots to
JBReflectionFilms@gmail.com

FEMALE

Open ethnicity, 30s – Andrea
Untitled sci-fi feature
Filming in March/April 2017
Send resume and headshots to
JBReflectionFilms@gmail.com

OPEN GENDER

Open ethnicity, 20s-30s
Unique look
“Midnight, Texas”
Must have valid ID
Visit lathamcasting.com
PAID
Open ethnicity, all ages
People who look like they reside in a
small Texas town
“Midnight, Texas”
Must have valid ID
Visit lathamcasting.com
PAID

Stage
MALE

Native, 15-22 – Joachim

“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos
to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
Native/White, 12 – Jordy
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos
to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role

nicoletaionescu

nicoletaionescu

White or Latino, 30s-40s – Gregg
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos
to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
Native or mixed race, any age – Bus Driver
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos
to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
White, teens-20s – Kody
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos
to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
Native, 40s-50s – Dad
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos

to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role

FEMALE

Native/white, 15 – Anna
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos
to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
Native, 15 – Ela
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos
to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role
White, 30s-40s, Mom
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos
to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role

Native, any age – Miss Kay
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos
to treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role

OPEN GENDER

Open ethnicity, open age – Narrator
Open ethnicity, open age – Narrator
“Wolf” stage reading
Auditions in Santa Fe
Send headshots, resume and demos to
treeswingfilms@icloud.com
Specify desired role

Want your casting or
crew call listed here?
Send an email to
callboard@freeabq.com

FILM
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NM Film Focus: Let's Get Worked Up, New Mexico
BY CHRISTA VALDEZ

F

ilming in this region is older than the
state itself, but make no mistake, here
and now is truly the Golden Age of New
Mexico Film.
Talent and crew calls abound, there is
no shortage of scenic filming locations,
and studio space is a hot commodity,
as are vendors, suppliers and service
providers. This is one of those
transformative moments in time that
can literally make or break not only an
industry, but our state as a whole.
Dramatic much?

Perhaps, but drama and passion are
what drive this economy-building,
spirit-lifting, community-enriching
business loosely referred to as show biz.

Good News: The Shoot New Mexico
collective of film-furthering businesses
and organizations conducted an election
cycle poll and found, in part, that
support for the film industry is at an alltime high among top issues concerning
the public.
The polling sample was taken from
the most highly populated counties

across New Mexico and yielded a
whopping approval rating of over
70 percent. In short, the good news
is spreading. When 4 out of 5 people
polled count themselves among those
positively affected by our state's film
industry, it's hard to ignore the impact
production jobs and ripple effect
spending has on our communities.

In more challenging news: It's an
industry under a microscope. From
being seen as the savior of all of our
state's woes to being a partisan chew
toy, blamed for imposing any and every
type of drain on our society, the film
incentive programs that allow New
Mexico to have overtaken most other
states in the nation as tops in media
production are far from safe.
During each and every legislative
session under the current
administration, the film industry has
had to rally to protect the jobs, influx
of cash and source of pride locals feel
in participating in this sector. The
upcoming 2017 Legislative Session will
be no different.

A record number
of productions are
currently filming in
New Mexico, and this
packed fall and winter
schedule is expected to
be followed by a spring
and summer just as
busy for local talent,
crew and support
services.

Before this
tide continues to
roll, community
involvement is key.
Now is the time for film
industry supporters, fans or even the
mildly interested to act.

Like in PSAs of yore, the current
friends of film rally cry could be: “If
you or someone you know” has or
could stand to benefit from film-related
jobs and commerce, take the steps
available to ensure its ongoing growth.
“The more you know” about film, its
people and its true impact on local lives
and livelihoods, the more you may be

receptive to joining the ever-growing
chorus singing its praises.

Keep up-to-date on what's going
on with YOUR local film industry by
following organizations like Shoot New
Mexico (shootnm.org) and the New
Mexico Film Office (filmnm.com).
New Mexico film expert Christa Valdez, of
OneHeadlightInk.com and ChristaValdez.com,
reports on movie industry news for ABQ Free Press.

Gritty ‘Rogue One’ Worthy of Franchise Name
BY DAVID LYNCH

I

f “The Force Awakens” introduced
Star Wars and its general outerspace soap opera aesthetic to a new
generation, director Gareth Edwards’
focus with “Rogue One” is on the
franchise’s faithful.
Despite scattered references to the
mystical Force, and the bare minimum
of familiar faces a Star Wars film can
offer, “Rogue One” manages to fulfill a
vital bit of fan service, explaining one
of the more critical story points in the
mythos. In that regard, it’s a generally
satisfying experience.

The catch? It’s a satisfying experience
for the aforementioned faithful
following. For the uninitiated, “Rogue
One” amounts to little more than an
effects-driven sci-fi romp with a plot so
straightforward you’d wonder what all
the fuss is about.

Felicity Jones plays Jyn Erso, a rebel
among rebels who is compelled to assist
in the mission against an evil galactic
dictatorship that can now destroy entire
planets.

Whether that premise sounds about as
straightforward as can be isn’t really the

feels off. She crosses the line to hero a
bit too quickly though we know she’d
rather stay off the frontlines.

Of course, there’s still the spectacle.
A handful of memorable sequences are
fantasies come true for seasoned fans,
and wildly entertaining for newbies.

Courtesy Disney

point. Slap “A Star Wars Story” after the
film’s title, and you’ve got something
that people already know they will love
before getting to the theatre.

Edwards has truly directed a great
film. A large part of what makes it so
great is that he pulls off creating a Star
Wars film that is distinctive among other
entries.
Like Edwards’ breakout, 2014’s
“Godzilla,” “Rogue One” is gritty, with
a sense of scale that makes the film’s
climactic space battle as intriguing as
an earlier sequence that is much more
grounded. The Death Star has never
been so ominous.
This tonal shift isn’t a gimmick.

There are real stakes and losses that
make you wonder how Obi-Wan,
Luke, Han Solo and company survived
so many of their adventures.
Edwards’ chosen style can only really
be appreciated when you stack “Rogue
One” against other Star Wars films.
This film is as individualistic as it
could be, telling a singular story with
no worries about setting up for future
installments. We already know what
happens next.

But it still is frustratingly tethered to
what comes immediately after, and the
few original narrative points it conjures
up don’t hold up.
Erso’s development, for one thing,

The Force is strong with most of the
supporting cast, particularly Riz Ahmed
as an Imperial defector and Alan Tudyk
as a sarcastic, “says whatever comes into
his circuits” droid.
“Rogue One,” – especially with all its
callbacks – is as fresh as it is familiar.
It’s an entertaining film, but made great
only when viewed as a vital prologue to
the Vader/Luke/Leia story.

While that function as a bridge
between trilogies will be appreciated
by fans, by film’s end it’s hard to
imagine newcomers doing much more
than scratching their heads and saying
“So what?”
David Lynch is an award-winning film critic.
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To the Editor:

“The only thing necessary for the
triumph of evil is for good men to do
nothing.” That quote is attributed to
Edmund Burke, and ironically, so is the
term, “The Fourth Estate.”

I read the column by Robert Reich,
“The Makings of a Totalitarian Regime”
in your Dec. 7-13 issue, as well as
your side piece about the tactics being
used to keep the press in New Mexico,
including the ABQ Free Press Weekly,
from doing the job that has always been
laid at the feet of “The Fourth Estate.”

Democratic leaders including President
Barack Obama and Hillary Clinton
called for unity and for us to give him a
chance to lead. Even Elizabeth Warren
promised to “put I, on the other hand,
do not believe we owe him an open
mind, nor should we try to work with
him. We must believe that he will try
to implement the promises that he
made in the campaign and we must

administration from implementing
policies and establishing regulations
that will destroy America as we now
know it?

We must resist with all means
possible. Masha Gessen, an expert on
Putin’s Russia, in a recent article in The
New York Review of Books, provided
six rules for surviving in an autocracy

ELECTORAL VOTES

In its simplest terms, it is the
responsibility of the press, a free press,
to keep the “good (people)” of which
Burke spoke, so that they could react
to evil.

Those of us who care about our
country, our state, our county and our
city MUST stand up and let our elected
officials and public servants from the
President-elect on down know that
THEY are accountable to US, and that
means that they are accountable to our
representatives, the Fourth Estate, The
Press. – Kell Morrow

To the Editor:

On Nov. 8, an unstable, lying,
narcissistic racist received a majority
of the electoral votes to become the
President-elect of the United States,
although he received more than 2
million fewer votes than Hillary Clinton.

In the wake of Trump’s election, some

So what can we do now to survive
autocracy following Gessen’s rules?

First and most importantly, we must
call upon the Democratic members
of our congressional delegation to
use every available procedural tool,
including filibusters, to block Trump’s
proposed legislation, his picks for the
U.S. Supreme Court and other federal
courts, as well as members of his
cabinet. There must be no compromise.
Second, we must work with local
and state officials to ensure that local
and state policies are adopted and
legislation passed that counter Trump’s
federal policies. Sanctuary cities are a
good example of what can be done at
the local level to counter federal rules.
Another example would be local and
state policies ensuring freedom of
choice for women.

A free press must have access to any
of our decision makers because it is
actually the press that represents “We,
the People,” and if we don’t maintain
such a press, then we lose whatever
kind of citizen involved government
that we have!

The Editor responds: We agree with
Mr. Morrow’s sentiments but point out
“the press” or “the media” as we knew
it 25 or even 15 years ago has changed
drastically. Social media has for many
Americans swept aside the traditional
influence of news outlets. Citizen
“journalists” are free to post opinion as
fact and fake news as real and watch it
spread across the internet like wildfire.
Donald Trump’s ability to speak over
the heads of the news media directly to
the American people is unprecedented.
But his strategy of dismissing the
“lamestream media” and nonpartisan
fact checkers as liars, and voters’
willingness to believe his distortions
and fabrications are disturbing. I
say that not as a journalist but as an
American. – Dan Vukelich, Editor

Rule No. 6: Remember the future.
Nothing lasts forever. Trump and
Trumpism certainly will not. To
regain the real promise of America,
there must be resistance – stubborn,
uncompromising, and outraged
resistance.

Third, we must work with attorneys
and non-profit organizations to file
lawsuits to counter autocratic and
unconstitutional policies implemented
by Trump. Torture and bans on certain
religions are examples of policies that
should be countered via lawsuits.
Fourth, we must engage in peaceful
civil disobedience when all else fails.
do everything possible to prevent this
from happening.

He promised to deport U.S.
citizens, promised to build a
wall on the U.S.-Mexican border,
promised to create a system of
surveillance targeted at MuslimAmericans, advocated war crimes,
endorsed torture, denied climate
change, vowed to undo a century of
environmental protection, and vowed
to jail his political opponent.
Regardless of his recent apparent
softening on some of those promises,
we must believe that he means what
he said and that over the course of
his term in office, he will attempt to
fulfill those promises. This will not
happen all at once. Rather, he will
appoint members of his cabinet and
other officials who hold similar views
and who, over time, will work to
implement his agenda.

He will not change and he will work
to establish an autocracy similar to that
in Germany in the 1930s and now by
Vladimir Putin in Russia.
So what can be done to prevent this

and for working to eliminate it. Here
they are:
Rule No. 1: Believe the autocrat.
Trump has made his plans clear,
and he has made a compact with his
supporters to carry them out.

Rule No. 2: Do not be taken in by
small signs of normality. Necessary
action can be neutralized by falsely
reassuring words about how the world
has not ended.
Rule No. 3: Institutions will not save
you. It took Putin a year to take over
the Russian media and four years to
dismantle its electoral system. The
judiciary collapsed unnoticed. The
national press is likely to be among the
first institutional victim under Trump.

Rule No. 4: Be outraged. In the face of
the impulse to normalize, it is essential
to maintain one’s capacity for shock.

Rule No. 5: Don’t make compromises.
An autocracy is utterly amoral. Those
who argue for cooperating make the
case that it is essential for the future.
They will be ignoring the corrupting
touch of autocracy, from while the
future must be protected.

The power of the people to assemble
and petition the government for a
redress of grievances is guaranteed
by the First Amendment to the
Constitution. It is an absolute right and
must be used when appropriate.

Finally, we must organize and work
diligently to make sure that Trump
is a one-term president. Remember,
millions more voted against Trump
than for him. Also the total votes for
Democratic candidates running for
the House and Senate far exceeded the
votes for Republicans. Yes, the election
was rigged so that Trump Republicans
could seize power. There are more of us
than there are of them and this power
must be harnessed to end this sad
chapter in American history.
These are not normal times and
things are not all right. I was born in
the 1930s and lived through the Second
World War and saw in Nazi Germany
what can happen when the people
do not resist evil embodied in their
government.
We must not let that happen in
America today. – Wesley Leonard

CALENDAR
SHOWS
DECEMBER 21-31
Low Spirits

Dance Gavin Dance/Chon

8 pm, El Rey Theater, 622 Central Ave
SW, elreyabq.com

2823 2nd St NW, 344-9555,
lowspiritslive.com
December 21, Wednesday Open Mic
December 22, Eric McFadden
December 28, Wednesday Open Mic
December 29, Youngsville
December 31, Moonshine Blind

MONDAY, DECEMBER 26

DECEMBER 22-23

Melvin Seals & JGB

Sister Bar

407 Central Ave SW, 242-4900,
sisterthebar.com
December 22, Leftover Soul
December 23, The Red & Green Party
+ Benefit for Standing Rock

DECEMBER 22-31
Launchpad

A Tribute to David Bowie and
Prince

8 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC
Mesa Rd, El Prado, (575) 758-1900,
taosmesabrewing.com

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 29
Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC Mesa Rd,
El Prado, (575) 758-1900, taosmesabrewing.com

Center for Contemporary Arts
Cinematheque

1050 Old Pecos Trail, Santa Fe, (505)
982-1338,
ccasantafe.org
Through January 14, The Dekalog
Starts December 23, Best Worst Thing
That Ever Could Have Happened
December 23-29, Exhibition on
Screen: The Winter Series – Munch
December 25, Everything is Copy
December 25, When Harry Met Sally

EVENTS
THROUGH DECEMBER 22

Dirty Bourbon, 9800 Montgomery Blvd
NE, 296-2726, thedirtybourbon.com

Loma Colorado Main Library, 755
Loma Colorado Blvd NE, Rio Rancho,
891-5013x3033, riorancholibraries.org

Border Avenue

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 30

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21

SATUDAY, DECEMBER 31

6 pm, Free, Lomas Tramway Library,
908 Eastridge Dr NE, 291-6295,
abqlibrary.org

DECEMBER 23-JANUARY 14

DECEMBER 29-31

618 Central Ave SW, 764-8887,
launchpadrocks.com
December 22, Tom Waits for Christmas
2
December 23, Music is the Enemy
December 27, Sweet Weapons
December 29, Transcend 2016!
December 30, Walls Within
December 31, Red Light Cameras

Albuquerque Recorder Society:
Holiday Music
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The Gershom Brothers

7 pm, Hotel Andaluz, 125 2nd St NW,
242-9090, hotelandaluz.com

Let It Grow

Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC Mesa Rd,
El Prado, (575) 758-1900, taosmesabrewing.com

New Year's Eve Concert

Lensic Theater, 211 W. San Francisco,
Santa Fe, (505) 988-1234, ticketssantafe.org

Fairy Tales: Josie Mohr

THROUGH DECEMBER 25
All is Calm

Keshet Center for the Arts, 4121 Cutler
Ave NE, 227-8583, alliscalmabq.org

THROUGH DECEMBER 29
Letting Go of the Past

Thursdays, 7 pm, Kadampa Meditation
Center, 142 Monroe St NE, 292-5293,
meditationinnewmexi-co.org

THROUGH DECEMBER 30
Mark Yamin

Jean Cocteau Cinema, 418
Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe, (505)
466-5528, jeancocteaucinema.com

Classic Animation
on the Big Screen
BY JYLLIAN ROACH

E

ver wonder what it
was like to watch
"Toy Story" on the big
screen?

Well, now you don't
have to lament being
born after 1995, because
the KiMo Theatre (423
Central Ave. SW) will
screen the Disney-Pixar classic at 1 p.m., and again at 5 p.m., on
Dec. 28.
As an added bonus, the theater will also screen "Inside Out"
(Dec. 29), "Finding Nemo" (Dec. 30) and "Finding Dory" (Dec.
31), all also at 1 p.m. and 5 p.m.
For more information and to purchase tickets, visit
kimotickets.com

Mrs. Claus is Coming to Town:
South Valley Library

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24

Winter Astronomy: Solar
Viewing & The Seasons

Steam Locomotive Luminaria
Express

10:15 am, Free, South Broadway
Library, 1025 Broadway Blvd SE,
764-1742, abqlibrary.org

Luminaria Tour

5:20 pm, Albuquerque Convention
Center, 401 2nd St SW, 768-4575,
cabq.gov

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 22

SCREENS

8 pm, Effex Nightclub, 420 Central SW

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21

DECEMBER 22-23

7 pm, Lensic Theater, 211 W. San
Francisco, Santa Fe, (505) 988-1234,
ticketssantafe.org

Xing! A Musical Installation

Harwood Art Center, 1114 7th St NW,
242-6367, harwoodartcenter.org

DECEMBER 21-24

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 28

THROUGH DECEMBER 31

KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

1 pm, Ski Apache, 1286 Ski Run Road,
Alto, NM (575) 464-3600, skiapache.
com

Srkbait & Friends

Drake Hayes Band

Dirty Bourbon, 9800 Montgomery Blvd
NE, 296-2726, thedirtybourbon.com

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23
Eric McFadden and Friends

8 pm, Taos Mesa Brewing, 20 ABC
Mesa Rd, El Prado, (575) 758-1900,
taosmesabrewing.com

Frank's Jazz Heads

No Man's Land

Toy Story

KiMo Theatre, 423 Central Ave NW,
768-3544, kimotickets.com

DECEMBER 21-29
Jean Cocteau Cinema

7 pm, Free, Hotel Andaluz, 125 2nd St
NW, 242-9090, hotelandaluz.com

418 Montezuma Ave, Santa Fe,
(505) 466-5528,
jeancocteaucinema.com
Through December 21, We Are X
Through December 29, A Kind of
Murder
Through December 29, She Sings to
the Stars
Through December 29, The Red
Shoes
December 22, Carlos Medina
December 23, The World has no
Eyedea
December 26, Director’s Cut Series:
Blade Runner
December 26, JulesWorks

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 24

DECEMBER 23-30

7:30 pm, Yanni’s, 3109 Central Ave
NE, 268-9250, yannisandlemoni.com

Memphis P. Tails

6 pm, Pueblo Harvest Café, 2401 12th
St NW, 724-3510, puebloharvestcafe.com

Pherkad

7 pm, Marble Brewery Westside Tap
Room, 5740 Night Whisper Rd NW,
marblebrewing.com

Tracey Whitney

Christmas Eve Orchestra
Concert

5 pm, Lensic Theater, 211 W. San
Francisco, Santa Fe, (505) 988-1234,
ticketssantafe.org

Claire Huanci: Christmas Eve
Orchestra Concert

1 pm, Lensic Theater, 211 W. San
Francisco, Santa Fe, (505) 988-1234,
ticketssantafe.org

Guild Cinema

3405 Central Ave NE, 255-1848,
guildcinema.com
Through December 23, Across the
Universe
Through December 23, Imagine: John
Lennon
December 26-30, Blade Runner
December 26-30, The City of Lost
Children

River of Lights

6 pm, ABQ BioPark, 2601 Central Ave
NW, 764-6200, abqbiopark.com

Little Windows with a Big View
– Small Works Show

Sorrel Sky Gallery, 125 W. Palace Ave,
Santa Fe, (505) 501-6555, sorrelsky.
com

Native Realities: Superheroes
of Past, Present, and Future

Form & Concept, 435 S Guadalupe St,
Santa Fe, 982-8111, formandconcept.
center

THROUGH JANUARY 1

Disney’s Beauty and the Beast
Musical Theatre Southwest, 6320-B
Domingo NE, 265-9119, musicaltheatresw.com

1:30 pm, Cherry Hills Library, 6901
Barstow St NE, 857-8321,
abqlibrary.org

Ballet Repertory Theatre: The
Nutcracker

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 22

Stranger Factory Winter Salon VI
Stranger Factory, 3411 Central Ave
NE, 508-3049, strangerfactory.com

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21
Latinos in the Public Media and
the Popular Imagination:
Michael A. Olivas
2 pm, Free, National Hispanic Cultural
Center, 1701 4th St SW, 724-4771,
nhccnm.org

The Dummy Gelunde Launch
and Torchlight Parade

Standup Comedy at the
Andaluz

SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31

Winter Bosque Birding Hike

New Year's Eve on Civic Plaza

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 23

Noon Year's Eve

8 pm, Free, Hotel Andaluz, 125 2nd St
NW, 242-9090, hotelandaluz.com
9 am, Open Space Visitor Center,
6500 Coors Blvd NW, 897-8831,
cabq.gov/openspace

Christmas Comedy Night

10:30 pm, Guild Cinema, 3405 Central
Ave NE, 255-1848, guildcinema.com

Holiday Ice Qube Skating

Free, Civic Plaza, 1 Civic Plaza NW,
3rd St NW and Marquette Ave NW,
albuquerquecc.com

6 pm, Free, New Mexico Steam
Locomotive and Railroad Historical
Society, 1833 8th St NW, 246-2926

Answers. Puzzles on page 23

Explora Noon Year's Eve

10 am, Explora, 1701 Mountain Rd
NW, 224-8300, explora.us
9 pm, Civic Plaza, 1 Civic Plaza NW,
3rd St NW and Marquette Ave NW,
albuquerquecc.com
11:30 am, Free, Esther Bone Memorial
Library, 950 Pinetree Rd SE, Rio
Rancho, 891-5012x3128,
riorancholibraries.org
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GONE FISHING!
No Paper on January 4th
We will return January 11th

ONLINE
DATING

Go to www.freeabq.com/dating/
And Meet Someone New
Let ABQ’s Best Alternative Newspaper
Help You Find Your Soulmate

PUZZLES
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Sudoku

Crossword
by Myles Mellor and Sally York

by Myles Mellor and Susan Flanagan

Each Sudoku puzzle consists of a 9x9 grid that has been subdivided into nine smaller grids of 3x3
squares. To solve the puzzle, each row, column and box must contain each of the numbers 1 to 9.

Across
1. Strip
5. TBS rival
8. Junk pile
12. It may be guided
13. "Lucy in the ___
with diamonds"
(Beatle song)
14. Compound
15. Voice level
16. Hasten
17. Mention
18. Fair
20. Winged
22. Mix breed dog
23. Thanksgiving
spud
24. Renders unclear
27. Anticipate
31. Going on in
years
32. Crowd
disapproval sound
33. In shock
37. It might be cut
by a politician
40. Another name
intro
41. Street abbr.
42. Player on the
links
45. Dictator, e.g.

49. Rephrase
50. Do-it-yourself
___
52. Still-life piece
53. Hubs
54. Roger Clemens'
statistic
55. "___ the Nation"
56. Remnant
57. Misty May
obstacle
58. Kindergartener

Down
1. Impale
2. Droop
3. Hatchback
4. Denver player
5. Bridal party
members
6. Word with mask
or doo
7. Nautical response,
____ captain (2
words)
8. Pack up your tent
and leave
9. Division
10. Speck of dust
11. Implored
19. Turned over
ground

21. Calif. airport
24. Slithery creature
25. Common street
name
26. Federal health
agency
28. Go back
29. Gentle sound
30. Large weight
34. Rubenesque
35. Live on the edge
of existence
36. Shade
37. Short taps (2
words)
38. Brown, e.g.
39. Made desolate
42. Neuter
43. ___ Eaters
44. Human parasite
46. Traveling
47. Throat
48. Yard shader
51. Infuriate
40. Pilot's problem
41. Apple picker
43. "Thanks a ___!"
44. Bring to bear
45. Kind of chamber
46. Salon job

Answers for all puzzles on page 21
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